The molecular biology of pancreatic neuroendocrine neoplasms: Challenges and translational opportunities.
Pancreatic neuroendocrine neoplasms (PanNENs) are rare, highly heterogeneous tumours. There have been significant recent advances in our knowledge of genomic events underlying their pathogenesis. However, treatment decisions remain largely based on tumour stage and grade which is inadequate, the current classification paradigm failing to capture the significant heterogeneity in tumour biology. There is a well-acknowledged unmet clinical need for novel biomarkers to enable individualised risk-adapted therapeutic strategies for PanNEN patients. Improvements in our understanding of the molecular biology of multiple solid tumours have led to the development of new biomarker assays and gene expression signatures to guide treatment decisions in other cancer types. A similar index for PanNENs, to improve patient prognostication and classification, would be highly clinically relevant and with advances in the field now seems potentially possible. This article will seek to review the molecular biology of PanNENs, the subtypes developed to date and the potential clinical opportunities these advances may afford.